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There is this area.
I can see it from the balcony. It‘s wide and ranges from here to there. It reaches to the
backgarden of Massolit Books. Like many empty places here, where once stood a house
full of stories. Now the only thing that remained of the house are the backwalls of the
houses still standing, with the silhouettes of the lost house. Between this and that lies
an unknown area.
In this area are holes in the ground. Many. Widespread. Somebody has digged those
holes. In search of something. Each hole has the size and shape of a grave. Surrounded
with
barrier tape. The earth lies beside them. In mounds. And it remains there since...I have
the feeling for ever. Nothing happens. In silence. Ruins of older days.
The exhibition room is a former entrancehall of a house. Now it is bricked on one side
and it is an unknown area which lies between this and that.
I‘m just looking around. Seeing what there is. How it is now.
Petra Schweifer lives and works in Vienna.
At the moment she is artist in residence in Budapest.
www.petraschweifer.com
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